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Proposal - Vision for a future KGSC 

Propose that KGSC members work together to regenerate the Club along the general and 
specific lines presented below. 

1 Strategically KGSC needs to re-expand the membership from the current 130 or so 
back to about 350 - 400. The benefits to members in doing so are fairly evident :- 

 Greater number of volunteers to run the Club, spreading and hence reducing the 
workload, including duties, on all members  

 Potential to reduce membership fees as the inherent overheads would be 
distributed across a much larger number of members and commercial operations 

 Increased competition on the water making racing more interesting and exciting 

 Vibrant social environment, on and off the water 

 Ability to run events for all ages, abilities and families 

 Potential to operate core functions on a salaried basis, providing elements of a 
service to members 

2 Rebuild the whole Club building infrastructure over the next 5 years to accommodate 
the increased membership and much wider scope of sailing activities offered. 

3 Commercialise some aspects of Club operations, such as having an on site chandler 
and a sub-contracted training operation, both incentivised to recruit members and 
trainees, Club membership can be increased and maintained with ready access to a 
professionally run training facility.  

4 By having a chandler and training facility operating up to 7 days a week not only do we 
make much greater use of our ground rent but we also have the opportunity to have 
patrol boat cover available through the week, further encouraging an increase in sailing 
and training activities for all ages and abilities. 

5 Increased operational days would enable the Club to make the facilities available not 
only for more sailing but also to host industrial and schools / educational groups to 
make use of the SSSI facilities including bird and insect watching, extending to a 
greater understanding of water sources and treatment. 
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Proposed Course of Action 

Overall 

We need to substantially update all our facilities, starting at the gate with good signage and 
secure but easy access, right the way through the Club House, Galley and Changing facilities 
all need upgrading to a modern, welcoming, set of buildings, serving the needs of members 
and training. Bank side, we need to upgrade the small Viewing Cabin / Race Box, that have 
very poor views of the water, to a quality, imaginative building with good views and bank side 
hospitality for both spectators and sailors. The building needs to be attractive to all sailing 
users and hire to social, industrial and educational groups as well. 

Waterside 

To accommodate more members and a wider range of sailing activities we need to increase 
our launch facilities by continuing to re-instate all four jetties. The Jetty salvage Project has 
already begun by way of the successful insurance claim settlement of £20,000 achieved by 
Commodore Bob Ladell in July 2015 to buy salvage materials, match funded by KGSC 
volunteer labour to implement the project. The major part of this project is to install new floats 
under most of the pontoon sections, replacing the heavily damaged floats that have been in 
place for some 30 or more years. 

This is being complemented by the Jetty Maintenance Project, which is also progressing, to fit 
new plastic fender timbers and fenders around all jetty sections. The maintenance project will 
also provide a new launching ramp to J3 and new shore to jetty pedestrian ramp on J4. All 
jetties have been re-welded to reinstate all the joints to as new which should now be good for 
at least 10 years. The intention is that the project will also provide a means of protecting the 
shore side floats from further damage due to rubbing on the brickwork. 

The end objective is to have three full launch / recovery jetties, J1, J2 and J3, and an 
extended mooring jetty, J4. Ramp 2 will also be fully reinstated in anticipation of the increased 
demand on access to the water. 

The broken section for J3 and the extended mooring on J4 will be provided by the sections 
that Bob has secured from Thames Water, for free, located at Banbury. 

Infrastructure Regeneration – Master Plan 

Background 

The current buildings are an admirable conglomeration of 2nd hand sheds, offices and other 
cast offs scavenged from building sites and bolted together to provide a functional set of 
facilities. These were augmented some 20 years ago with a large grant of £100k from Sport 
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England to provide the current Changing Rooms. Even the “new” Changing Room buildings 
are now old as they are approaching their design life of 25 years and showing their age with 
little maintenance having been done, or really needed, during the last 10 years. The resulting 
position is that everything looks tired. 

The objective of the flagship project is to change all that and build new modern facilities that 
serve member expectations and encourage new members in all sectors of sailing. 

 

Flagship Project – Bank side Club House 

However, starting at the gate, being the point of first contact with the Club for all members, 
current and new, we need :- 

 Good signage 

 Ready access for authorised members and legitimate guests 

 Mandatory high security to meet TW requirements and keep out all unwanted attention 

Signage – proposals have been put together on several occasions but never followed 
through to conclusion. To be able to implement a large sign, or strictly any signage, even 
banners, we need Local Authority (Enfield) Planning Permission as well as TW Permission 
both in principle and to get the installation work done. See images attached for the concepts. 
Approx budget £8000. 

We have offers of contributions to the budget from both our immediate landlords, LVRPA and 
the Head Lessor, Thames Water totalling £1000, perhaps more if we ask nicely. 

Gate Access – Various alternative means of access have also been examined over the years 
with preference for a card swipe system and electric gates. Whilst a laudable objective 
electric access to other Clubs in the London region are fraught with problems and high 
maintenance costs. This should not dissuade examination of the options and technology now 
available but be aware that several have already trodden this path and not found a cost 
effective technical solution. Electric gates approx budget £40,000. 

Taking the opportunities presented by the TW Works, Commodore Bob has identified a 
mutual interest from TW that they would like to update the gate access with electric gates and 
a card swipe system. This falls into a TW security budget and is being explored by TW with a 
post works timescale being considered. 

Site security – is mandated by TW due to the presence of both their operational equipment, 
whose damage would cause massive inconvenience to thousands of local water consumers, 
but also the dangers of deep water and the wandering public. TW are obligated in law to 
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protect the public from access to deep water and could be liable to massive legal 
consequences if injury or death were to occur. There is the ever present threat of Traveller 
invasion in the area, with a removal cost in excess of £120,000. 

Chandler in the car park – As part of the Master Plan, consideration in principle is the 
location of a chandler in the car park with, amongst other things, incentive and responsibility 
to KGSC to ensure that gate security is maintained whilst also encouraging new members 
and training students. 

The concept is that KGSC would come to a deal with a chandler to pay for a secure prefab 
style building to be located somewhere in the car park area, nominally the grass on the north 
side. It would need single phase power for heating and lighting as well as good internet 
access.  

Power is available from the lines used by previous TW contractors as well as potentially from 
the TW pumping house. Phone lines are also readily available from the existing telegraph 
pole close to the overflow car park. 

Approx cost £40,000 plus LBE Planning and TW Permissions.  

Club Buildings 

Changing Rooms 

There are two ways of approaching our changing needs  :- 

 Re-furbish the current Changing Rooms, or  

 Build new ones 

As it can be reasonably expected that doing the design work, applying for Planning 
Permission, appointing a builder and so on, will take a significant period of time, the initial 
view is that we should replace, rather than refurbish, the existing Changing Rooms to bring 
them up to date in terms of Building Regulations, insulation, safety and so on.  

To do so needs a budget in the order of £150,000. 

The drainage also needs attention and some re-design to prevent it overflowing, as it has 
done. Budget approx £15,000. 

One alternative is to build a new framework around the Changing Rooms to three storeys 
high, high enough to over look the reservoir and place the Club House / Galley on the top 
floor. The concept of a 3rd floor is seen as a backup to the proposals to build a Bank side Club 
House, as described below. 
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Club House - existing 

The existing Club House is also in need of a substantial make over whilst the ambitious 
projects are addressed in parallel. Its use in the Master Plan is as alternative accommodation 
whilst the new build is in progress. On completion of the new build further consideration can 
be given to either demolishing and building something new, or indulge in a significant 
refurbishment. 

South section – The roof has been repaired during the summer of 2016 by replacing the 
rotted timbers and having a company in to lay a new felt roof, which is now good for the next 
10 years. Cost £1500. 

Further timber repairs have been done to the walls, with a good coat of paint now needed all 
over. 

Interior – rip out everything, including the ceilings, floor and wall coverings, bar, heating 
boiler, electrics and all furnishings (some don’t have modern fire safety tags). Full end to end 
re-fit to as near current standards as reasonably possible. Beware Building Regs compliance 
requirements vs costs. 

Budget – To Be Determined – but probably no change from £20,000 

Bank side Club House – Flagship Project 

Commodore Bob Ladell has taken further advantage of the sympathetic environment towards 
KGSC arising from the TW Works by exploring the availability of grant funding from TW, of 
which there appears to be a significant sum available, with a TW offer to write the grant 
application for us. 

The concept of a Bank side Club House has been a member aspiration for some 40 years. 
Using conventional civil engineering / architectural approaches it has been prohibitive both in 
terms of cost, some £2m+, and construction techniques, mainly requiring heavy pile driving 
through the banks, which TW have rejected. 

Bob’s proposals to the TW Reservoir Engineer, who has the final decision in all matters to do 
with the reservoir, to implement the building foundations in a different way, were met 
favourably. Accordingly, with Board agreement, a member architect has been engaged, 
together with an engineering firm, on a Pro-Bono basis, to do a feasibility study and draft 
designs leading up to grant application. The designs are presented in the attached drawing 
set, which also address the whole Master Plan. Presentation to the TW Reservoir Engineer 
has re-affirmed the acceptability of the approach. 
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The principle is to replace the existing Viewing Cabin / Race Box, which has served KGSC 
well, with a much large building hanging out over the bank. The target is a footprint of 18m x 
6m containing wet and dry areas to support viewing and training, Galley refreshments and 
toilets. 

On the roof, the aim is to incorporate a Race Box and a Viewing Gallery, with full views of the 
reservoir. 

Access to Additional Funding 

Lease terms - Bob’s approaches to LVRPA have given assurances that LVRPA are 
amenable to supporting KGSC in the re-negotiation of our lease to make the lease terms 
agreeable to large funders, such as the Big Lottery. This would give us further access to 
substantial funding beyond the TW funds being approached at present. 

Professional fund raising - To support the fund raising, discussions are in progress with a 
grant funding specialist to help with the writing of a series of grant applications for large grants 
to match fund the various aspects of the Master Plan proposals. 

Match Funding 

Match funding is typically achieved in several ways :- 

 The organisation puts in an amount of money, e.g. 50% of the funds required for the 
whole project. E.g if the project is £50k overall then £25k would come from a grant and 
£25k from the Club 

o In some cases the grant is paid on award, in advance of delivering the project 
o Other grants require the project to be completed and then reimburse against 

invoices, for which immaculate bookkeeping is essential 

 Two or more grants are obtained for the same project. E.g if the project is £50k overall 
then £25k would come from grant A and £25k from grant B 

 Volunteer time is often considered as match funding in kind so that a project budget 
might be E.g if the project is £50k overall then £25k would come from a grant and 
£12.5k from Club funds and £12.5k derived from volunteer time. The Jetty Salvage 
Project is an example of this structure where the proposal to the insurance company 
was that they pay for salvage materials and KGSC provide the volunteer labour to 
implement the salvage works and hence we achieved a generous settlement. 

The Club is reasonably cash rich – but only for so long as strong fiscal controls and wise 
investment of those funds are maintained. Club funds must be regarded as an enabler to 
provide match funding or cash flow funding of grants.  
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Club capital should not be spent in it’s own right in the normal course of events otherwise 
there will not be any match funding or cash flow available to support the grants as described 
above. 

Commercialisation 

Our lease currently costs us £10,500 / year, all 52 weeks of it. With other costs added in, the 
cost of opening the Club gates each year is roughly £25,000. We actually use the facilities for 
roughly 2.5 days / week in the summer, reducing to 1 to 2 days / week in the winter with some 
windsurfing interspersed on week days, when the wind blows. £192 / open day. 

Economically, this places a substantial burden on those days when the Club is in use to pay 
for the days when it isn’t. Ideally, we need to change that model to 7 days / week use; £68 / 
day. 

Training – The prime objective of doing RYA Accredited training is to get new members 
joining the Club. It has a huge amount of volunteer effort put into it, substantial amounts of 
money and a very limited return in terms of new members joining. It just about breaks even in 
some years and is a cost overhead in others. 

One concept is therefore to sub-contract out training to a 3rd party to get the Club in use and 
earning some revenue 7 days a week. Part of the deal would be to make the training 
company responsible for :- 

 RYA Accreditation – costs and all admin 

 Provision of - a Principal and all instructors, which could be KGSC members paid by 
the company at the going rate 

 Charged a ground rent for use of all the facilities 

 Incentivised to recruit course students and most importantly, KGSC members, by way 
of some form of points scheme resulting in a reduction of their rent 

 Arrange all training courses, advertise them, book students, take the course money 

 Maintenance - of all Club training boats, parts and labour, relieving the Club Bosun and 
team of that work load 

 Training related insurance 

 Employment related costs and admin 

 Launching area - jetty / windsurf maintenance to some agreed level 

 Galley – man the Galley and ensure the service is both good and paid for by the 
customers, which is currently inconsistent  

 Gate security – ensure gate security and member / student access 

 Account to the KGSC Board for all their activities 
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Chandlery 

The proposed chandler in the car park would also be charged a ground rent with incentives 
to:- 

 Get people through gate and out again securely to protect his business, and Club 
members property 

 Recruit students to the training courses, so working in collaboration with the Training 
contractor 

 Recruit KGSC members directly 

 Both recruitment programmes resulting in rent reduction through a similar form of 
points scheme 

 Account to the KGSC Board for their recruitment based activities (the chandlery part 
being their business). 

Overall 

The objective is to :- 

 Increase membership and available activities for all ages and abilities  

 Completely re-develop the Club infra-structure in order to accommodate the much 
increased footfall 

 Put the Club on a more commercial footing as it is becoming increasingly clear that 
people are short of time to offer themselves as volunteers and increased operational 
periods need a permanent on site presence to manage the facilities. Combined with 
the increasingly regulated environment the burden on volunteers in all clubs is 
becoming too great to keep abreast of and deliver those requirements. 

 The target is a 5 year plan to implement these plans and all the essential supporting 
activities. 

Change has become essential for clubs of all kinds, not just sailing, to survive. 

These plans are a basic starter to facilitate the survival and success of KGSC for another 40 
years. It will require a lot of very hard work over a protracted period now to achieve everything 
set out above and then some to put in place everything that is needed operationally to support 
a vibrant KGSC future. 

 

Bob Ladell – Commodore - KGSC 
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